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Manage access to environments using Azure AD Groups
In the Business Central Admin Center, you can associate an Azure AD group with an environment. Members of that Azure AD group will be
synchronized to Business Central and granted access to that environment.
Main benefits will be:
• Users can only see the environments that they have access to.
• Only the users in the associated group are imported to the environment.

If a security group is set and you are not in the group, you cannot log in even if you have a valid license:
You do not have access to this environment. You must be a member of a security group that is associated with the tenant. Please contact your system administrator.

Manage access to environments using Azure AD Groups

Manage access to environments using Azure AD Groups

Copying environments of different types
In previous versions, the Business Central Admin Center would only allow you to copy a production environment
into a sandbox environment:

In this release wave, you will be able to copy the environments within and across different environment types:
• Production to Production
• Sandbox to Sandbox
• Sandbox to Production

Operations log improvements
The Operations log in the Business Central Admin Center provides an overview of the admin operations in the
relevant Business Central online environments, such as restoring, renaming, installing, and uninstalling apps,
exporting databases, and moving environments between different Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenants.

In this new version, Administrators will also be able to see the following new operations:
• Environment created
• Environment deleted
• Environment copied
• Environment properties updated
The administrators will also be able to truncate the log to remove old operations that are no longer relevant.

Handling scheduled tasks after a point-in-time restore
After a point-in-time restore, or copy to a sandbox, all restored scheduled tasks in the tenant are paused.
With this new feature, the internal admin can sign in and see which scheduled tasks are paused and make a
decision about re-enabling or canceling them depending on the purpose of each task.

Restarting environments
In some specific circumstances, as a troubleshooting step, administrators might have to restart a particular Business
Central environment to resume its normal operation.
In this release wave, you will have the option to restart a selected environment from the the Business Central Admin
Center.

Automatic install/upgrade of dependencies during app update
Updating an app might require updating or installing other apps that it depends on. In such cases, the update of
the main app will probably stop until the dependencies are updated or installed, which adds steps that can slow the
update process.
On Admin Center, you will have a new option that lets admins review dependencies before updating, and automate
any steps that are needed.

Trusted partner apps
Partners can preload a list of AppSource apps into the customer's system to help the customer choose apps that are
relevant for their business, industry, and growth.
Customers can then safely install apps that have been preselected for them.
• List of apps must be populated via code
• Page Recommended Apps only available via Search

Delegated admins new features
Delegated admin role is not a licensed user in Business Central, and often is only assigned temporarily, so there are
some limitations to what they can do.
Delegated admins cannot set up tasks that might be run after the delegated admin relationship has been revoked,
such as job queue entries.
Delegated admins can now create job queue entries and set them as ready to run. Then, a licensed user from the
customer can start the job queue entry to complete the process that the delegated admin created.

Job queue entries improvements
A job queue task can be interrupted for many reasons, like a per-tenant extension upgrade, SQL connection
instabilities, external service timeout, locks, and so on.
In previous releases, when an exception occurred running a job queue entry, the failure codeunit would run
immediately in the same session. But in some cases, this session could be unusable, so the failure codeunit couldn't
run.

With v19 release, the following features are added:
•
•

•

New exception logic handling for the task scheduler/job queue.
A failure codeunit runs immediately in a different session. If it fails and the exception is retriable, it's scheduled to run again
later. It will continue to be rerun until it succeeds or it reaches the maximum number of attempts allowed.
Job queue uses the new task scheduler implementation.

Page load improvements with partial records
The Business Central server service now uses the partial records feature on list pages: the server will read only those
fields that are shown in the list page from the database.
The Business Central server service now uses the partial records feature also on TableRelation lookup pages: the
server will read only those fields shown in the TableRelation lookup page from the database.

New countries
New countries availability:
• Argentina
• Bulgaria
• Chile
• Myanmar
• Puerto Rico
• Slovakia
• Ukraine

Updated desktop app
Replacement of the legacy Windows app (UWP)
from Microsoft Store
Based on Progressive Web Application (PWA)
technology

When the app is run, Business Central is launched in its own window, independent of any browser windows
It updates automatically whenever your Business Central environment is updated.
Installing the app also works for on-premises deployments of Business Central that are upgraded to version >= 19.
But in this case, you are always tied to a selected single tenant, so you can't install several apps from different tenants.

UI and Web Client improvements
Lots of usability and performance improvements for the web client.
Peek preview of related records: now uses a less disruptive dotted underline indicator and a new layout taken from the tiles
definition:

UI and Web Client improvements
Fluid, Excel-like typing experience in editable lists.
When selecting multiple rows in a list, users can freely activate the context menu for any of the selected rows without
losing row selection. Choosing any action from the row context menu continues to act upon that row, not the set of
selected rows:

UI and Web Client improvements
The Explore all feature in Role Explore has been renamed to Explore more roles and enhanced with new, easy-to-discover
controls that let you filter Role Explorer to show only reports or only administration areas. You can always switch back to get an
overview of all pages again:

Enhancements for working with page data and Excel
New Share icon and menu in which users will find the Open in Excel and Edit in Excel actions. This applies to list
pages and to list parts and worksheets:

More details on page personalizations
Many pages across application have now some new fields available to display via personalizations.
You can add the Order No., Vendor Order No., Vendor Shipment No., Vendor Item No., and Item Reference No. columns to the Get Receipt
Lines page:

You can add the Order No., External Document No., and Your Reference columns to the Get Shipment Lines page:

More details on page personalizations
The Bank Accounts page contains the Balance at Date and Balance at Date (LCY) columns:

You can add the External Document No. column to the General Journals and Recurring General Journals pages:

More details on page personalizations
You can add the Expected Receipt Date field to the Purchase Quotes, Purchase Quote Archives, and Purchase Orders pages. Additionally, you
can add fields related to jobs, such as Job No., Job Task No., Job Planning Line No., and more.

More details on page personalizations
You can add the Description 2 field to all sales, service, purchase drafts, and posted and archived document lines.

You can add the Name 2 and Contact Job Title fields to the Contact Card and list pages, Contact Company
Details page, and the Resource Card and list pages.

You can add the Transfer Order Receipt (Qty) and Transfer Order Shipment (Qty) fields to the Item Card page.

More details on page personalizations
You can add the Source Type and Source No. fields to the General Ledger Entries page. Filtering General Ledger
Entries by, for example, Source Type = Vendor and specific Vendor No. in the Source No. field, gives you a list of
entries to be used in expenses by vendor analysis.

More details on page personalizations
You can add the Unit Gross Weight, Unit Net Weight, Unit Volume, and Units per Parcel columns to pages for the following documents:
• Sales documents and sales archive documents such as blanket orders, quotes, orders, return orders, and more.
• Purchase documents and purchase archive documents such as blanket orders, quotes, orders, return orders, and more.
• Sales shipment report data set.

Charts of Accounts Overview improvements
The Chart of Accounts Overview page provides an overview of a company’s chart of accounts in a tree structure. To make the
overview easier to digest, now it’s aligned the column layout with that of the Chart of Accounts page.

Treeview with indentation

More fields available to add

Account Schedules improvements
Account Schedules has now several new templates. The ANALYSIS, REVENUE, and CASHFLOW account schedules are now available in demonstration
and trial (setup data only) companies. The new account schedules are mapped to the chart of accounts that can be used for product demonstrations,
but they can easily be adapted to any chart of accounts.
For Column Layout, there's a new Budget Name field so that you can filter on a specific budget (or budgets) for that column. This way, you create
account schedules that report on actual versus budget figures for both a budget and a forecast (which is a second budget).

Improved experience for handling posting setup and dimension issues
Possibility to investigate issues with posting setups on the Error Messages page across the application:

The Source and Source Field Name columns point to the posting setup page where the error occurred (permissions required):

The Error Call Stack specifies the call stack where the error occurred:

Default line type in Sales and Purchase documents
You can select the default line type that will be suggested when you create new documents.
You can specify the default type for sales on the Sales & Receivable Setup page and for purchases on the Purchase
& Payables Setup page, in the Document Default Line Type field.
The first line on the document will always use the default type that you specified.

You can change type in line if needed. If you do, the next lines that you create will use type from the previous line.
The default value affects only the first line.

Non-inventory items support on requisition and planning worksheets
Some businesses use requisition or planning worksheets to enter information about the items they want to order,
and then create orders for the items all in one go.

If you use requisition and planning worksheets as the starting point for purchase orders in your procurement
process, you can now manually enter lines for non-inventory items on the worksheets.
Then, when you create your purchase orders, the non-inventory items will be included. This allows you to use same
procurement process for inventoriable and non-inventoriable items.

Locations for non-inventory items
You can now specify a location for non-inventory items in supported transactions, and the location will be copied in
the item ledger, values, and job ledger entries.
This is useful for reporting purposes and cases when there is one document, such as a purchase order, with multiple
non-inventory items meant for different locations.
NOTE: Warehouse operations are not supported for service and non-inventory items.

Bank and payment reconciliations improvements
The Payment Reconciliation Journal has been improved with the following capabilities:
• Separate number series.
• Posting preview.
• Ability to reverse the G/L register posted through the Payment Reconciliation Journal.
The Bank Reconciliation page has been enhanced with the following capabilities:
• Bank ledger entries are now filtered so only ledger entries after the statement's ending date are displayed, making
it simpler to get an overview.
• The layout of the test report has been cleaned up, making it simpler to read. The report will also use the
statement date as a filter for the G/L account as well as the bank account, so that the focus is on the period being
reconciled.
• When applying auto-matching, the user can decide to not overwrite any of the already matched entries, or to
overwrite all.
• Many-to-1 matching is now possible so many bank statement lines can be matched against one bank ledger
entry. This will support scenarios such as a bank statement splitting up sales into payment methods for which you
only posted one bank ledger entry.
• When you transfer differences to be posted in a general journal, the entries will be auto-matched when you return
to the bank reconciliation, reducing the redundant manual step.

Posting preview extended with grouping
You can enable the new way of showing Posting Preview by choosing Extended in the Posting Preview Type field
on the General Ledger Setup page:

When the extended posting preview is turned on, you can choose to preview a posting using the Preview
Posting action on a payment journal.

Posting preview extended with grouping
On the Posting Preview page, you can choose Show Hierarchical View to group the entries:

Partners can easily extend the posting preview either by adding
types of ledger entries that are relevant for their industry, or by
modifying the way entries are grouped.

Historical IBAN tracking
You can now safely change IBAN numbers on vendor bank accounts without it affecting your historical credit transfer
register entries.
Credit Transfer Register entries now store the Recipient IBAN, Recepient Bank Account No. that were specified in
the Vendor Bank Account and Recipient Name fields on the Vendor card when the entries are created.

No action is needed from existing customers, as the upgrade to 2021 release wave 2 will fill in these fields in their
existing Credit Transfer Reg. Entries automatically.

Currency exchange rate adjustements
You can now run exchange rates adjustments only for selected customers, vendors, or bank accounts using the Adjust
Exchange Rates batch job:

Rounding for base unit of measures
Quantity Rounding Precision field that specifies how to round quantities when converting the base unit of
measure:

Example: Receiving 1 box that contains 6 items from your supplier.
1 item is missing → you change quantity to 5/6 → receipt qty = 4.99998 → rounded to 5

New templates for Customer, Vendor, Item, Employee
To make sure that customer, vendor, item or employee data is created quickly and accurately, you can use templates to standardize settings when new records are
created. For example, this helps ensure that settings for posting and reporting are correct, so that productivity is not interrupted when people are entering data.
→ Enhancements to Configuration Templates (still available).

New templates for Customer, Vendor, Item, Employee
Add more fields to the template via personalization:

Apply the template to the selected records:

New templates for Customer, Vendor, Item, Employee
You can save a Customer, Vendor, Item or Employee record as a template (and you can copy a template to another):

A template supports Dimensions:

Other…
Edit in Excel feature added it to the following pages:
• Recurring general journals
• Intercompany general journals
You can now investigate issues with posting setups on the Error Messages page across the application. The Error
Messages page provides a link in the Context column that opens a page where you can fix the issues in the
document:

Item variant code on demand forecasts: you can register anticipated demand not only with respect to locations and
dates, but with item variants as well.

Time Sheet improvements
You can now use the Set Up Time Sheets assisted setup guide to help you set up time sheets and specify the
participants in the process.

Time Sheet improvements
The Time Sheet page is now more focused to allow users to name a particular time sheet as they want, making the
caption more prominent and showing key information about the time sheet. The page now clearly indicates units of
measure together with totals.

Time Sheet improvements
Mobile users can now add time-related entries to register time spent on tasks. They are no longer blocked by having to switch to a
complex user interface on a desktop device. Users now have access to a simplified version of the experience designed for mobile.

You must have the Feature Update: New time sheet experience feature enabled in the Feature
Management to use this capability

Teams integration
The Business Central web client will include a new action to share to Microsoft Teams. This action allows users to
type a message, choose recipients such as team members, groups or channels, and send their message with a link to
the Business Central record:

NOTE: the Share to Teams action in the web client is only available to Business Central online users.

Excel organizational data types via Power BI
Organization data types for Excel and Power BI supports Dynamics 365 Business Central entities too!
You can define data types specific for your organization (that comes from your Dynamics 365 Business Central data):

Excel organizational data types via Power BI

Excel and Outlook add-ins centralized deployment
The new Centralized Deployment assisted setup will guide administrators through the manual task of configuring Microsoft
365 to deploy add-ins to select users within the organization when individual acquisition from the Office Store has been
turned off.

Dataverse record coupling in bulk
When you couple the records that you want to synchronize data for in each application (ex. a customer in Business
Central and an account in Dataverse) you can filter and choose the data to synchronize using the new Coupled in
Dataverse column. To match and couple selected records between Business Central and Dataverse or Dynamics 365
Sales, you use the Match-Based Coupling action:

Dataverse record coupling in bulk
The Select Coupling Criteria page allows you to select the fields to match by choosing the Match on this
Field column. You can also set a Matching Priority for fields, and specify whether you want Business Central to
create new records when a match isn't found by turning on the Create New If Unable to Find a Match toggle.

Dataverse record coupling in bulk
You can define the fields to match on the Integration Field Mapping page for entire mapping. Business Central
will use those settings to automatically match and couple records:

Onedrive and file sharing integration
Business application features that store, manage or present files can now be enhanced with actions to view a file in the
browser, or share the file with others, by integrating with OneDrive for Business.
Available with Version 19.0
•
New AL objects in the system and base application that integrate with OneDrive. Developers only need to write minimal code when they need to open a Business Central file in the
browser. This copies the file from Business Central to OneDrive, then opens the file using the native web applications for Excel, Word, and PowerPoint, or with OneDrive’s file viewer for
all other files such as PDFs. This functionality is intended for interactive scenarios where users initiate the action during their session, and not for automating file transfer.
•
A documented AL code pattern and guidelines that developers can apply to any page or process used to represent files. This pattern consists of a Download action and Open in
OneDrive action that developers can apply consistently across their extensions. For an example of this pattern applied in the business application, see the Attachments FactBox.
Available later this wave
• Developers will be able to implement a third action, Share, that displays the standard Microsoft 365 file sharing window, directly within Business Central. The Share window allows users to
share a link with others, email a link, or attach a copy of the file to an email.
• Improvements to the end-user sign-in experience when using OneDrive from Business Central, reducing the number of windows required to handle identity and consent.
• Variations to the AL methods will be made available that give more granular control over where and how the file is copied to OneDrive before it is opened or shared.

Other…
Some reports replaced with newer versions (easier to customize and faster to generate by using the reports that are
based on layouts from Microsoft Word):

From a report request page, users can export report data to Excel. The Excel file will only include the raw data, not
the report layout.

Force sync for PTE on SaaS
When deploying a new customer-specific (per-tenant) extension to Business Central online, either through the Extension
Management page or the admin center, it will now be possible to force any destructive table schema changes.

This will allow the removal of specific tables or fields from the database.

This operation means you will lose any data that is stored in the removed tables and fields.

Resource exposure policies in app.json
ShowMyCode in app.json is deprecated.

• allowDebugging: Allows the code to be debugged from other extensions
when it has been published. The default setting is false.
• allowDownloadingSource: Allows the source code to be downloaded.
The default setting is false.
• includeSourceInSymbolFile: Includes the source code in the symbol
package. The default setting is false.

AL profiles with snapshot debugger
Snapshot captures now include a performance profile of the executed code that is captured in the snapshot. Using a
new performance profiling editor view in the AL Visual Studio Code extension, developers can then investigate the
time spent on execution, either using top-down or bottom-up call stack views.

New AL indexing features
Use the new keyword IncludedColumns in the key definition to create indexes with included columns on the leaf nodes.
Benefits of indexes with included columns are:
• Included columns do not count against the 16 fields in an index definition.
• An index with included columns require less I/O on the database.
• An index with included columns is smaller and more likely to be cached in the database cache.

New AL indexing features
AL developers can now create non-clustered column store indexes (NCCIs) instead of SIFT indexes. Just use the new
keyword Columnstore in the table definition.
Using a non-clustered column store index (NCCI) instead of SIFT indexes can have multiple performance benefits, such as reduced locking due to
maintenance of SIFT indexes (SQL indexed views), faster posting, and reduced storage cost (NCCIs are highly compressed).

You can create 1 columnstore index per table.

Change publisher or extension name
The app identity has been changed to only include app ID and version, leaving publisher and app name optional,
mainly for human readability purposes, such as in dependencies or telemetry. This allows changing the app name or
publisher, for example, due to rebranding.
NOTE: when doing so, the version must be updated as well because a change like that is still seen as a revision of the extension.

Errors enhancements

Internal session id:
1633b43d-b2a4-4885-8f2e-8e81f333a6a2
Application Insights session id:
03424265-af10-425c-bbba-901c0950dc1d

Client activity id:
1219f4a7-aadc-452e-8813-663e0f1e90df
Timestamp:
2021-09-29T07:05:45.9392860Z
AL call stack:
SDProcess(CodeUnit 50100).RaiseError line 2 - DemoApp by SD
SDProcess(CodeUnit 50100).CustomProcess line 2 - DemoApp by SD
CustomerListExt(PageExtension 50100)."CreateError - OnAction"(Trigger) line 10 - DemoApp by SD

Errors enhancements
ErrorInfo data type support: provides a structure for grouping information about an error (supported from runtime 8.0).

Errors enhancements
Errors := System.GetCollectedErrors([Clear: Boolean]): Gets all collected errors in the current collection scope.

Ok := System.HasCollectedErrors(): Gets a value indicating whether errors have been collected in the current error
collection scope.

System.ClearCollectedErrors(): Clears all collected errors from the current collection scope.

Invoice Posting Refactoring
The Invoice Post. Buffer table has been at the center of localizations and partner customizations when changes to
G/L posting are needed, or when G/L entries need to be aggregated in a different way when they're posted to the
general ledger.

In this version (in beta testing): removed the dependencies from the Invoice Posting Buffer table in the Base
Application and built an Invoice Posting component with an interface and an extensible enum for the
implementation setup.
This refactoring makes the posting process for sales, purchase, and service transactions extensible, and enables
partners to change the way the posting algorithm aggregates G/L entries

Other…
Integrations that consume data from Business Central can indicate a read-only intent to use the read-only database
replica by setting the Data-Access-Intent header at call time (for GET requests). This will offload read-only queries
from the primary database.
Modification requests (like POST, PUT, or DELETE) only support ReadWrite as a value for data access intent. Trying to specify Data-Access-Intent: ReadOnly for such requests
will result in an error.

Usually, installing and synchronizing extensions are performed as two distinct operations. To enable force
synchronization in online environments, install and sync can now also be performed as one transactional operation
per database, available for PowerShell scripts on-premises.
To control the background sessions started from AL code, the Business Central Server now includes the following
configuration settings, which are set on a per-environment basis:
•
•
•

The maximum number of background sessions that the server instance can actively process at the same time.
The maximum number of background sessions that can be waiting in the queue for processing.
The maximum amount of time that background sessions will wait in the queue for processing.

New modules:
• Azure Blob Service REST API integration: An AL developer can use the module to do the following:
•
•
•

Create, delete, and list containers in storage accounts.
Build a tool for uploading and downloading BLOBs to and from Azure Blob Storage.
Manipulate data stored in Azure Blob Storage.

• Image module: componentization of the existing DotNetImage wrappers. It provides an API for AL that lets developers use images on the Business Central platform,
and functionality for resizing, cropping, and loading and storing images to stream.

Q&A
http://www.simplanova.com

